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C^n you lift a dance?
When you’re dead tired and the speaker goes, the 
dancers drag and the music slows
Can you lift a dance?
\Afhen your wife says, “ Shucks, your calling’s right, they 
just don’t want to dance tonight.”
Can you lift a dance?
Can you make that dance what it ought to be so the 
dancers glow and shout with glee?
Can you lift that dance?
That’s your job.
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By Gus Empie
W H AT WAS DONE:
Nineteen participating square dance clubs comprising the Boise 
Valley Square Dance Association danced nineteen dances, exclusive 
of the grand march, and witnessed two special exhibition numbers 
in Boise’s High School Gymnasium, Saturday evening November 20, 
1948. Sixty-five squares were on the floor at one time using approxi­
mately six thousand nine hundred square feet of space or slightly in 
excess of ten square feet per set.
The program began promptly at 8:30 p. m. with greetings and a 
statement of purpose of the festival by the master of ceremonies. 
The grand march was under way at 8:30. All numbers were com­
pleted at 11:20 p.m. whereupon three additional unscheduled dances 
were called ending the Festival at 11:45 p.m. Practically all partici­
pants danced every dance; the music was excellent; the callers were 
above average; the program rolled at high speed with everyone in 
a hilarious mood during the entire evening.
H O W  IT  WAS DONE:
1. Appointment of the General Chair­
man of the Festival by the President of the 
Association at least two months in advance 
of the festival date.
2. Appointment by the General Chair­
man of chairmen of the Music, Public 
Address, Publicity, Program, Refreshment 
and Printing Committees who thereupon 
become the festival organization which for­
mulates plans and is responsible for their 
execution. In addition, a Floor Committee 
consisting of the President and his Taw from each of the participating 
clubs was appointed. These couples acted as Host Couples with the 
following objectives: (A) Make it possible for out-of-towners to meet 
others, (B) Take the lead in mingling with different dancers and 
making it possible for all dancers to have an opportunity to dance, 
(especially important where shortage of space is a problem) and (C) 
be available for general usefulness as the occasion requires.
3. Music The policy of the Association is to pass the music 
contracts around to other than one local square dance orchestra. The 
one selected however was known to have specialized in specific pieces 
for specific dances, and to have logged the callers by various calls and 
various keys to fit those calls. This undoubtedly accounted for the 
smoothness with which the entire program was executed. One special
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requirement of the clubs was met by the orchestra and that was that 
one of the instruments must be a banjo. In other words the orchestra 
is interested in community satisfaction also.
4. Publicity: The work of this committee is almost a full-time 
job to present ideas for publicity and then follow up to check results. 
May be summarized as follows: (A) Local Publicity: Conferring with 
local newspapers soliciting their cooperation and running news items 
of interest to their readers featuring highlights of the Festival, callers, 
dances etc., periodic follow up to keep before the public.
Conferring with local radio stations, arranging for spot announ­
cements featuring different callers and dances. Follow up to assure 
effectiveness. One station especially community-minded with respect 
to square dancing, features a half-hour program weekly from some 
one of the clubs, broadcasting that particular part of the club’s 
program that evening. Much interest in square dancing is being 
generated as a result of this public service feature. It is radio station 
K D S H, Columbia station for the Boise Valley.
Visit to merchants and arranging for window displays, featuring 
square dance costumes with notice of the festival.
(R)Surrounding areas and state wide: Mats of pictures of callers 
with special articles relating to each together with notes on the forth­
coming festival were sent to newspapers throughout the Boise Valley 
in addition to other parts of the state.
Square dancers traveling to other parts of the State made it a 
point to contact local clubs and tell them of the festival. Represent­
ative couples attended as a result.
Important that news releases go out sufficiently in advance to 
permit scheduling other engagements so as to not interfere with 
festival date.
Feature folk dances in some issues especially if local groups out­
side of regular square dance clubs are participating; adds local color 
and added attraction from standpoint of general public interest.
5. Public Address: Well regulated, well amplified. That was the 
result as well as the objective in appointing a special committee for 
this function. The audience as well as the dancers remarked on how 
well everyone could hear.
The system was set up early in the afternoon of the festival date 
and tried out with various callers coming in to participate thereby 
insuring against last minute difficulties which might have otherwise 
spoiled the program. Also planned well ahead of the date to be sure 
that sufficient equipment would be furnished under the contract.
An added feature of the P A system was a recording device which 
made a record on wire of two and one half hours of the festival. A 
(Continued on page 22)
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Scjjuane jhawce. G allesti,
By Larrupin’ Lou Harrington
1. FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS.
A Place. Select a hall not too large. If too large it will echo and 
the group will unknowingly feel lost.
A room about 18 ft. by 36 ft. is fine for ten or twelve couples, 
callers and their partners who provide the dance group, plus the 
instructor and musician.
Public Address Equiptment. Get a good one. It preferably should 
have separate bass and treble controls. Good equiptment assures 
good results.
A Few Records. A waltz or two, schottisches, polkas, some S|D 
records of both singing and calling type, some novelty dances for 
couples such as the varsovienne, Blackhawk waltz, Cotton Eyed Joe, 
Hambo, etc.
A Pianist or Accordianist. Very much better than the finest records 
for our purpose. Both the flavor and flexibility of live music surpasses 
that of records.
Mimeographed Material. Probably a dozen sheets, 8i/£ by 11 size, 
altogether; just one sheet at most sessions but two or three at some 
others. Outline of content will be included in later issue of magazine.
Each student caller should equip himself with an 81/2 by 11 loose 
leaf notebook with 25 or 30 sheets to take notes on lectures and a 
half a dozen times thru the evening on things they should keep notes 
on to help reconstruct things they should have available months 
later. See to it that they use the notebook.
Everthing should be dated. It will save a lot of hunting later.
2. Time is of the essence. (Of anything.) First, 2i/£ or 3 hours? 
Also, which night? Early in the week. Monday is the best. Tuesday 
next best. Friday and Saturday are impossible. Again, 8 to 10:30 
p. m. is the best. 8:30 to 11:00 is next best. 9 to 12 on a week night 
makes it awful tough the next morning.
Another time element. How many sessions? Six seems to be a 
minimum for the immediate series, then one more about a month 
or six weeks later as a sort of general check up and overhaul, and 
that preferably following a callers class jamboree at which the in­
structor checks each caller on a charted sheet. (We will supply that 
to you later in this series.) Thus a total of seven sessions.
3. How Many Studentsf How many can be handled properly? 
Consider now, these are student callers. Calling is an individual not 
a mass endeavor. One at a time only. Therefore 8 to 10 might be 
ideal. 12 to 14 actually seems to work out as the most practical and 
15 to 20 the maximum number for best results. Again less than 10
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will run the cost per student too high for some—possibly. So we re­
commend 12 students at an enrollment fee of $10.00 each, or 10 with 
an enrollment fee of $12.00 each. Collect the enrollment fee with 
the application preferably before the opening night, then collect 
$1.00 each night for the seven sessions. This will make a total income 
of $204.00 —more or less.
Expense will run at $5.00 to $8.00 per night for musician. Pro­
bably a minimum of $5.00 for hall rent (lucky if free) (Unless the 
class is being sponsored by the Y M or Y W, your newspaper, or some 
City or County recreation department). About $25.00 for mimeo 
material. Total up to $100 — $125. Leaving something less than 
$100 for the instructor for 7 nights teaching and a whale of a lot of 
preparation work. Probably an average of $12 to $15 each session. 
Not too much unless you add in a most satisfying expression of your 
love of square dancing and for the love of MIKE don’t do it at all 
unless you would rather square dance than either eat or sleep.
Next month we will bring you the second article in the series 
in which Larrupin’ Lou will discuss ECCE HOMO, or W HO IS 
ELIGIBLE T O  OUR CLASS OF BEGINNER SQUARE DANCE 
CALLERS.
The students at the American Squares Summer School at camp Matal- 
lioniquay, Medford, N. J. from 20 June 1949 to 26 June 1949, will not alone 
listen to the teachings of Jimmy Clossin, Ralph Piper and Charley Thomas, 
they will practice themselves and they will visit local groups. On three 
evenings, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the whole camp will visit a local 
dance. The Wednesday visitation will be to the A. Y. H. in Philadelphia. The 
others are yet open. On Tuesday evening, there will be a dance at the camp 
Chris Sanderson and his Pocopson Valley Boys playing. This will be open to 
the public and in addition to Chris and the instructors, students will call. On 
Thursday evening, the dance will be to phonograph records so students may 
learn how to call to them and what is available. On Saturday evening will be 
the grand finale, also open to the public, and Panky’s Tune Twisters will play.
The whole course costs only $50.00 including board, lodging, boating, 
swimming, tennis and other sports available at a summer camp, and square 
dance conversation all the time. Send your $5.00 deposit now.
Orville “ Pop” Smith, Winsted, Conn., is holding a series of highly success­
ful dances in the Armory, Pittsfield, Mass. every Saturday night.
M. A. “ Mas” Crowell, General secretary Rail Road YMCA, Concord, N. H. 
will move to Williamson,West Virginia soon, having accepted a position there. 
Mac is a booster for square dances and has sponsored many such parties in 
Concord.
Wesley Elvidge, square dance caller from North Grafton, Mass. reports 
that the second Worcester County square dance festival will be held in 
Worchester, March 1949.
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fynxuto a Q aU&ti, Scbap, BooJz
By Ralph Page
Normal human vigor seems to express itself emotionally thru the medium of the dance. Tribal history furnishes many occasions for dance and 
song. Not only the current events of the tribe, the necessary huntings or 
plantings, but the whole scene of a memorable past. Old waa*s, old victories, 
old miracles; around fresh-dug graves. (A  remnant of this form of the dance 
is preserved to this day in the “wakes” of the Irish and French-Canadian 
peoples.)
If food, fish, game or rain is needed then 
dance for them. A  warrior is sick; then dance the 
demons out of him. A  man dies; then dance to lay 
his ghost and protect his survivors from possible 
threat of his wondering shade.
In ancient Greece spring festivals were the 
occasion for choral competitions. The clash of 
Roman sword dances reechoed to symbolic fights 
in the contest of the new year and the old. The 
early Christian mass repeated the ritual drama 
of dismembered Osiris— a tribal scapegoat. Dances 
involving the use of weapons are to be found the 
background of many nations. To dance before 
battle gives strength, rehearses thrusts and parries. The clash of swords also 
drives away evil spirits. The Highland Flings and Sword Dances of Scotland 
are probably the best known descendents of this form.
Singing and dancing were once inseparable, and in the Middle Ages the 
most frequently mentioned name of dance is the “ carole” , which we have still 
as popular Christmas carol. Originally the carole was a Provencal dance song 
particular to May, but spread by traveling minstrels, it came to be danced and 
sung the whole year through at fairs, on Saint’s Days, at midnight vigils and 
Christmas.
The dance is often the true indication of a people’s character. For 
generations the people of England were known as the “ dancing English” . 
They danced at the slightest provocation or without any. Dancing in England 
probably reached its highest point of perfection during the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth. There is a> story told that Elizabeth bestowed the office of Lord 
Chancellor on Sir Christopher Hutton, not for any surpassing knowledge of the 
law, but because he wore green bows on his shoes and danced the “pavan” to 
perfection. It was Elizabeth who caused all the dances of her country to be 
recorded by John Playford.
It was during this same period in history that our own country began to 
be settled. At first largely by the people from Great Britain. It was only 
natural that these settlers should bring with them their love of dancing. 
Americans have always loved to sing or dance, and today, we are doing both 
more than ever.
Faculty members of the Scully School, Concord, N. H. are sponsoring a 
series of square dance lessons for groups ranging in age from third and fourth 
graders to adults. Their original aim was to have just a few sets, but so much 
enthusiasm developed, that over two hundred people, young and old, are now 
attending classes regularly.
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Am e/Ucan 2hat*cU uf S o u th  o j B&nAefr
by Fred Collette 
Continued from last month
We were surprised to learn that nearby Cuzco, Peru, is a seat of 
culture, specializing in art, literature, archeology, music and 
folklore of the ancient Incas. In the interest of folklore htey have 
a group that presents the traditional dances in costumes. We were 
privileged to see eight or ten couples give a full evening’s program, 
using the genuine Quechua music—five note scale. Many of the 
dances were eloquent of love, war, harvest, or sun worship. One of 
the musical instruments was a type of ancient footpedaled organ 
which they said was introduced by the first Spaniards that followed 
the bloody conquest of Pizarro. These organs can still be bought in 
Lima. We found the dances so intriguing that we asked about having 
another program the following night and they were accomodating 
enough to arrange a different choreography for us the next evening. 
They furnished descriptive literature (all in Spanish and Quechua) 
and written music of some of the dances. We found a remarkable 
resemblence between some of their contra and quadrille figures to 
some that we had been enjoying with Ralph at Monadock just before 
we sailed and there was one which looked for the world like a sword 
dance that Gene Gowing taught us, with the exception that the star 
was made with individual ropes, brightly colored, called “ huaracas” 
rather than the “ swords” .
Lima, Peru, furnished our next experience in dancing, com­
pletely modern and sophisticated, at the luxurious Hotel Bolivar, 
a definite contrast with the native folk dances of the Quechuas that 
we had just witnessed in the southern part of the country, the heart 
of the Inca empire. While wt feasted on lucious steaks two Argentine 
orchestras alternated in order to furnish continuous music, one 
specializing in North American swing with a few sambas, waltzes and 
rumbas; the other, in pulsating tangos that were almost hypnotic. 
One member of the latter orchestra came over to our table to ex­
press his approval of our tango and to become acquainted generally. 
The second night we were there he spent quite a bit of off-duty time 
at our table. Our conversation, though animated, was not exactly 
voluble since he could speak no English and our Spanish was definite­
ly halting—but his friendliness and cordiality needed no translation. 
We got along just fine and again we realized what a universal lan­
guage dancing can be. We couldn’t pull ourselves away until after 
midnight, in spite of the necessity of arising at 3 a. m. to catch a 
plane—it would have been right decent of the plane to let us sleep 
until daybreak at least.
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Balboa, Canal Zone, was our next dance stop—at a night club 
where we ate a good North American dinner for a change, danced as 
the mood struck us and as the moon struck us also for we were in an 
open patio on a well-waxed terrazzo floor with a big moon shining 
through the palms—what a setting! The orchestra was versatile enou­
gh to play some excellent waltzes and during intermission an artist on 
a Hammond organ made us forget to wonder when the orchestra 
would return. This was our first North American atmosphere in 
weeks; naturally it was gratifying to get back many of the old familiar 
customs—but we also got back the typical night club dancing, nothing 
to write home about. It was such a hot night we were glad to be out­
doors. Though only the night before in Ecuador we had been cold, 
it seemed strange in sultry Panama to learn from the evening paper 
that a cold wave had hit back home in Atlanta—almost to the freez­
ing point.
Again we danced—this time, at the fabulous Hotel Nutibara, 
our headquarters in the thriving city of Medellin, Colombia. Many 
buildings were under construction there but what amazed us was 
how the workmen had nerve enouh to work ten and fifteen stories 
above the ground on flimsy-looking scaffold supported only by bam­
boo poles. The Hotel Nutibara is one of the finest hotels we visited in 
South America, perhaps not so spacious and gaudy as the Quitan- 
dinha near Rio—it was a beautiful swimming pool with curving sides 
and heated water, swarms of obliging bellboys in bright red uniforms 
and caps that remind one of Phillip Morris. But the power system 
was not too dependable; candles were in evidence and we had to use 
them once during our short visit. The foremost composer of Colum­
bian popular music was the leader of the Hotel’s orchestra. During 
the evening when we asked him to play a waltz or a tango we were 
immediately informed that we, as “Americanos” had a treat in store 
for us—his orchestra had been practising and now was ready to pre­
sent a very popular “ new number,” (pardon the expression) “ Nature 
Boy” ! It was poison to me the first time I heard it on the radio back 
home, much less the fiftieth. Though we tried to express our ap­
preciation for their efforts to entertain us with such a choice morsel 
it must have been that our dismay was showing—they never did play 
the thing. Besides, we assured them that we were particularly inter­
ested in hearing native music. They did play one of the maestro’s 
beautiful compositions unlike any Latin music we had heard, to 
which the natives danced a kind of bolero with considerable hip 
action. The waltzes and tangos they played were inspirational. And 
Mary almost got a rush. Our good neighbors in the orchestra, on the 
dance floor and at the tables became our audience and were hospi­
table enough to applaud our performance and presently some Colom­
bians came over to our table to introduce themselves and to request
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me to let Mary dance—which she did . . con mucho gusto!
In Colombia s capital, Bogota, we found a good dinner and 
orchestra at the Hotel Granada, where we identified the music as 
typically Colombian with the same kind or dancing that we had seen 
in Medellin. Often a couple would separate and the girl would 
circle the man, or vice versa. There were also many sambas.
We spent four nights in Havana (and several dollars.) Our 
tours included two night clubs at which we got first-hand information 
on how the natives dance, themselves, and what they like to see in 
floor shows. They did practically nothing but the rumba and howled 
when a foxtrot came on. It seems as if almost every Cuban likes the 
rumba and dances a variety of steps well. We saw as many interpre­
tations of the rumba as there were people there, I guess, but they 
all kept perfect time. Our guide was a smart young wise- 
cracker who studied law in the day and served as a guide to 
foolish American tourists at night—don’t know when he slept. He 
did a mean rumba himself and said that he had paid $11 to learn to 
jitterbug, so later in the evening he showed off with a girl in our 
party (Charley Thomas note—she was from New Jersey)—and he 
was very adept at it too, though we could have wished that he had 
selected a better way in which to display his talent. He said that his 
girl friend was a rumba dancer in a floor show, and his description of 
her with his gestures was so vivid that we got him to take us to her 
night club. I can t say that he was a bad judge of the subject and 
her dance wasn’t exactly rough, just a bit “ bumpy” in spots. After 
that we thought we’d better go home so, presently, away we flew to 
Miami and, in a little while, on to the fair city of Atlanta, there 
to remain until settlement of the maritime strikes would make it 
possible for us to sail again, this time from San Francisco, and con­
tinue our trip around the other part of our wonderful world.
COMING EVENTS
Send notices for May before the 20th of March
The National Folk Festival will be held in St. Louis, Mo. again this year 
April 6, 7, 8 and 9. Groups planning to attend or wishing information contact 
Sarah Gertrude Knott or M. Jt Pickering at Room 625, Title Guaranty Bldg., 
706 Chestnut St., St. Louis 1, Mo.
The Annual Folk and Square Dance Festival at the University of Neb­
raska's Coliseum, Lincoln, Nebraska, will be held 23 April 1949.
The Fifth annual New England Folk Festival will be held at the Y.W.C.A.* 
140 Clarendon St., Boston, April 23 and 24.
Piute Pete wants teen-age high school or college groups to be guests of 
the Village Barn and appear on television to his calling. Get in touch with him, 





A MAGAZINE DEDICATED TO AMERICAN FOLK DANCING
AMERICAN SQUARES is the American folk dance magazine. 
With a staff of editors representing every section of the country, it 
brings you new dances, new calls, hints, articles, news and advance 
notices of events from all over. Among the authors on the staff 
of AMERICAN SQUARES and regularly writing are Jimmie Clossin 
of El Paso, Texas, coauthor of West Texas Square Dances, C. D. 
Foster, of Denver, Colorado, author of Learn to Dance and Call 
Squares Dances, and Ralph Page, of Keene, New Hampshire, coauthor 
of The Country Dance Book. Regularly appearing also is JUNIOR 
BARN DANCE, a column abstracted from the instructions how 
to teach children written by Robert Hager for the grade school 
teachers of Tacoma, Washington. AMERICAN SQUARES offers you 
the most of any folk dance magazine.
AMERICAN SQUARES costs $1.00 per year for twelve issues. 
It is the cheapest as well as the best folk dance magazine. Altho 
the magazine has constantly been improved and prices on printing 
(as well as everything else) have constantly gone up, AMERICAN 
SQUARES has not raised its price one penny. Extra costs have 
been covered by the sale of books and records listed inside. And no 
editor is paid a cent. We contribute our services for your enjoy­
ment. Take advantage of it.
Order from:
AMERICAN SQUARES 
121 Delaware Street 
Woodbury, New Jersey
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POSTPAID
The Folk Dance Library by Anne Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann and Abbie 
Rutledge. Five volumes: The Teaching o f the Folk Dance including sources, 
objectives, methods and the running of festivals; Folk Dances of Scandinavia, 
23 dances; Folk Dances of European Countries, 27 dances; Folk Dances of the 
British Isles, 12 dances; Folk Dances of the United States and Mexico, 21 
dances. All books include music for each dance, historical, geographical and 
sociolligical background and description o f costumes and festivals. Five 
volumes, not sold separately. $15.00
Honor Your Partner by Ed Durlocher. A beautiful and complete volume of 
81 dances. Music for each dance. Each dance charted and described. A section 
of moving" pictures showing how to do the various figures and a fine 
bibliography. |7>50
Cowboy Dances by Lloyd Shaw. The best book on square dancing by the 
authority. It contains 77 dances and a fine history and commentary. Com­
plete instructions also for organizing and running a square dance $5.00 
The Round Dance Book by Lloyd Shaw. 110 couple dances and variations 
in the western tradition together with history, background and anecdotes 
in Lloyd Shaw's inimitable style. $5.00
Dances of our Pioneers by Grace L. Ryan. A complete and well-done book 
in mid-western style. 85 dances in three parts with couple and circle dances 
added. j 3 <00
The Country Dance Book by Beth Tolman and Ralph Page. An A -l book of 
91 dances from New England tending strongly to contra dances with a few 
quadrilles, circles and couple dances. Each dance is preceded by interesting 
description and history. $2.00
Learn to Dance and Call Square Dances The Foster Way Part 1, by C. D. 
Foster. Instructions for dancing and calling square dances with twenty-five 
dances described. These are on 3”x5” cards; the calls on one side and the 
instructions how to do the dance on the other. The new caller holds the 
card in his hand and calls from it, the instructions being immediately avial- 
able on the other side. $1.00
Learn to Dance and Call Square Dances The Foster Way, Part II by C. D. 
Foster. Same cards for convenience, but instead of general instructions there 
are six round dances beside the 25 squares $1.00
Back Issues of AMERICAN SQUARES. Are your files complete? We 
have some back issues. 1 5 c each
TEN CENTS PER PACKAGE FOR MAILING
Squares Dances, Ed Durlacher. 12 dances by the East’s leading caller 
with music and separate fiddle book. $1.00
Prompting, How To Do It, John M. Schell. 131 contras besides quadrilles. 
Published in the last century, it is the best collection of contras that I 
know about. $1.00
Folk Dancing in High School and College, Grace I. Fox. 17 foreign dances 
and 7 squares, with music. $3.00
Folkways Collection. Gene Gowing. 19 dances by the director of National 
Folkways. 7 5 c
Prompter Hand Book, J. A, French. Still a steady seller after 50 years. 50c 
Western Square Dances, Ralph McNair. Fine western dances done up in a 
lucid style with instructions for setting up a dance. $1.00
Swing Your Partners, Durward Maddocks. 73 figures with instructions, 
definitions and directions. Bound to fold back flat in thle hand for ease 
in holding while calling. $1.50
Cowboy Dances Tunes, Knorr and Shaw. Campanion music book to Cowboy 
Dances. 75c
Dick’s Quadrille Call Book, 200 pages of quadrilles and cotillions. 50c 
Old Square Dances Of America, Neva L. Boyd and Tressie M. Dunlavy. 42 
square dances from southeastern Iowa together with instructions, suggested 
tunes and hints for calling. 75c
The Singing Caller, Ann Hastings Chase. 15 square dances with accompan­
ying music, instructions and suggestion. These are Connecticut singing calls: 
instructions sung but not necessarily rhymed nor completed. $1.50
Herb’s Blue Bonnet Calls, H. F. Greggerson, Jr. 52 calls by the El Paso 
caller together with special sections on introduction, trimmings, ending and 
a lot of helpful patter. $1.50
Harding’s Original Collection o f Jigs and Reels, 200 pieces arranged for 
piano and C instruments. It has long been a standard square dance collec­
tion. 60c 
Olde Tyme Ballroom Dances, Albert Johnston. 35 dances the English consi­
der old-fashioned, and including landers, quadrilles, waltzes, tangos and 
miscellaneous couple and otherwise. 75c 
Smokey Mountain Square Dances, S. B. Hendrix. This is the best book on 
the Appalacian circle, including a description of the Kentucky doseydoe. 50c 
How To Organize A Square Dance In Your Community, Nat Welch. A few 
suggestions, a few dances, Appalacian circle and squares, tips to caller. 25c 
How To Square Dance, Rod LaFarge. Palm-sized booklet of basic instruction, 
figures and a few dances. 25c 
All-American Square Dances, Allemande A1 Muller. Not a bad book. 60 
dances complete with music, which means a lot. Buy enough for the whole 
orchestra. 60c 
Pioneer Collection Of Old Time Dances. Calls included for quadrille, lancers 
and Virginia Reel. Just music for the gavotte, minuet, varsouviana and 
others. 60c 
Raymond Smith’s Square Dances Handbook, (Second Edition). 53 dances 
of Texas and western variety. $1.50 
West Texas Cowboy Square Dances, Jimmy Clossin and Carl Hertzog. 30 
dances including some for exhibition and some suggestions for exhibitions 
and contest dancers. Collection of patter and tips for callers. $1.50 
How To Square Dance, (A  Self Teacher), Harry Jarman. Elementary instruc­
tion in Canadian Square dancing with nine dances. 55c 
The Cornhuskers Book Of Square Dance Tunes, Harry Jarman. Piano and 
fiddle parts for 25 square dance tunes used in Canada. 80c 
D<ance Calls Only For Calling Square Dances, Harry Jarman. 20 dance 
calls for Canadian style dances. 65c 
The Cornhuskers Book Of Old Time Fiddiin’ Tunes, Harry Jarman. 15 tunes 
aranged for fiddle and piano and 230 more for fiddle only. Most complete 
collection available. 80c 
How To Call Square Dances And Old Time Dances, (A  Self Teacher), Hary 
Jarman. Contains a word to the caller and to the orchestra leader, 6 dances, 
patter and some special instructions, winding up with a glossary. 55c 
Original Canadian Jigs And Reels For Square Dances, Bill Cormier. 12 
jigs, 33 reels and one lone schottische. Fiddle parts only. 80c
RecosuJU
Shipped express, collect. No less than 3 records per order. There will be & 
25c charge per package for packing and handling. We recommend C O D  
shipments.
APEX, Don Messer and His Islanders without cadis, 10” , well arranged, 
well played and well recorded Canadian records at about 130 per minute. 
26220 Souris Lighthouse & Mouth of the Tobique; Favorite Polka & By 
the Fireside
26222 Big John McNeill & The Dusty Miller’s Reel; Don Messer’s Breakdown 
& Johnny Wagoner's Breakdown
26238 Medley of Londonderry and London Hornpipes; Ragtime Annie & Lord 
MacDonald’s Rell
26272 Flanigans Polka; Mockilmogles Reel 
26276 Rustic Jig; Victory Breakdown 
26287 Mother’s Reel; Rambler’s Hornpipe
26290 Soldier’s Joy; Flowers of Edinburgh
26291 Firemen’s Reel; St. Anne’s Reel. Probably the best.
26296 Silver and Gold Two Step; Highland Hornpipe. 89c
BANDWAGON Album Al, Square Dances, Harold Goodfellow with the 
Pore OF Tired Texans, with calls, three 12” records. Altho the calling isn’t 
always exactly on pitch, this album rates A -l on danceability giving much 
more enjoyment than many other, better sounding albums. There is a lift t<s 
it that makes you want to dance. Hopkins’ Turn, Loch Lomond, Deep in the 
Heart of Texas, Foreward Six and Back, Hot Time in the Old Town, and The 
Jolly Irishman. $4.59
BELTONIA, Ronnie Munro and his Orchestra, without calls, 10” , 
perfectly phased, timed and played, highly recommended for contra dances 
and others calling for precise timing. Scottish Medley No. 11, Reels (Mrs. 
McLeod; Fairy Dance; The De’il among the Tailors; Soldiers Joy; Scottish 
Medley No. 12, Reels (Speed the Plough; Rachel Rae; Kate Dalrymple; The 
Wind that Shakes the Barley). $1.05
CAPITOL Album BD44, Square Dances, Cliffie Stone’s Band, without calls, 
four 10 inch records. A fine album of western music with metronome running 
about 128, complete with written and spoken instructions. The Gal I Left 
Behind Me, Bake Them Hoe Cakes Brown, Cripple Creek Sally Good’in, Golden
Slippers (metronome 120 for a grand march) Soldier’s Joy and Ragtime Annie.
One record side of spoken instructions. $4.35
CREST, Bill Mooney and the Cactus Twisters, with calls 12” unbreakable 
records. Calling, playing, and recording are fine specimens of western dancing 
but the timing is off in one or two places.
Head Two Gents Cross Over; Birdie in the Cage
Allemande Left and Allemande Thar; Around that Couple and Take a Peek
Two records at $2.00 each.
CRYSTAL, The Fronteersman, without calls, 10” . A fine job o f playing good 
square dance music in a western style.
144 Chicken Reel; Done Gone
145 Mississippi Woodchopper; Arkansaw Traveller
146 Devil’s Dream; Turkey in the Straw 89c each 
DISC, Album 630, Squares Dances, Ralph Page the singing caller and associate
editor of AMERICAN SQUARES, with calls, 3 10” records. Advanced dancing 
in the New England style; the changes of figures keep you on your toes. Red 
River Valley, Odd Couple in the Center, Monadnock Muddle, Ladies’ Whirligig 
and Star the Ring. $3.47
DISC, Album 631, Square Dances, Paul Hunt (associate editor of AMERICAN 
SQUARES) and his Rock Candy Mountaineers, without calls, 3 10” records. 
Chosen as the dances most used by that orchestra, they fill the needs of any 
collection, Metronome runs about 132. Rakes of Mallow, Rig a Jig Jig, Golden 
Slippers, Little Brown Jug, Lamplighters Hornpips and Soldier’s Joy._$3.47 
FOLKRAFT, Album 1, Country Square Dances, A1 Brundage and the Folkraft 
Country Dance Orchestra, with calls, 3 10” records and instructions booklet. 
Records are also available singly and so listed. $3.47
1001 Indian File; Head Two Gents Cross Over
1002 Keep A-Steepin’ ; Little Old Log Cabin in the Lane
1003 Foward Six and Back; Danbury Fair Quadrille 89c each
FOLKRAFT, Album 2, Country Squares Dances, the Folkraft Country Dance 
Orchestra, without calls, 4 10” records and instruction booklet. Records are 
also available singly and so listel. $4.36
1004 Ten Little Indians; Life on the Ocean Wave
1005 White Cockade & Village Hornpipe; Little Old Log Cabin in the Lane
1006 Angleworm Wiggle; Wabash Cannonball
1007 My Darling Nellie Grey; Pop Goes the Weasel 89c each
FOLKRAFT, A1 Brundage, with calls, continuation of Album 1
1014 Nellie Gray; Pop Goes the Weasel 89c
FOLKRAFT, Folkraft Mountain Boys, without calls, 10” . Here’s the Marching 
thru Georgia you’ve been trying to get and others with a mountain flavor to 
the fine job of playing.
1015 Marching thru Georgia; Devil’s Dream
1016 Honolulu Baby (Spanish Cavaliero); Git Along Cindy
1017 Oh, Susannah; Flop-Eared Mule (D and A )
1018 Buffalo Gals; Old Joe Clark 89c each
FOLKRAFT, C. D. Foster (associate editor of AMERCAN SQUARES) and 
his Old Time Fiddlers, without calls, 12” unbreakable records. Played in the 
old time manner with the old time flavor and a prominent banjo.
1026 Down in the Tall Grass; Mississippi Sawyer
1027 Billy in the Lowland; Lost Indian
1028 Steamboat Bill; Chicken Reel
1029 Barn Dance; Speed the Plow $2.10
FOLKRAFT, Album F5, Texas Squares Dances, Carl Journell with Grady 
Hester and his Texans, with calls, 4 10” records. Well done in Texas style, fine 
job of playing, calling and recording. Bird in the Cage and Seven Hands 
Round, Sashay Partners Half Way Round, The Wagon Wheel, Sally Goodin, 
Texas Star, Four in Line You Travel, Around that Couple and Swing at the
Wall and Sashay by and Re-sashay. $4.36
FOLKRAFT Couple Dances Grady Hester and his Texans, 10 inch.
1034 Put Your Little Foot; Good Night Waltz 89c
1035 Oklahoma Mixer (Rustic Schottische); Cotton-Eyed Joe 89c
FOLKRAFT Album F8 Texas Fiddle Tunes, Grady Hester and his Texans, 
without calls, 4 10” records. Also available singly and so listed $4.36
1042 8th of January, Give the Fiddler a Dram
1043 Waggoners Reel, Hop Light Ladies
1044 Ida Red, Irish Washerwoman
1045 Arkansas Traveler, Bill Cheathan 89c
FOLKRAFT, A1 Toft and his Orchestra, 10” records
1046 Black Hawk Waltz, Waltz Quadrille (without calls)
1047 Spanish Circle Waltz, Laces and Graces 89c each 
HAMILTON, Album 1, Jim Lackey with Bessie Ledford and the Merrie 
Strings, with calls, 4 12” records. A  good job of playing, calling and recording 
complete with fine instruction book. Ladies to Center Back to Bar, Old 
Arkansas, Forward Six Fall Back Six, Indian Style, Dip and Dive, Four 
Leaf Clover & You Swing Mine, Head Two Gents Cross Over, and Spanish 
Cavalier. $10.00
HONOR YOUR PARTNERS, Ed Durlocher calling, 12” unbreakable, three 
records to an album progressively difficult. Each dance is preceeded by 
spoken instructions, but you can tell where to put the needle if you want only 
the dance.
Album 1 Susanna, Head & Sides, Honolulu Baby, Do-Si-Do & Swing, Around 
the Outside, Two Head Ladies Cross Over. $10.00
Album 2 Yankee Doodle, Sweet Alice, Ladies Chain, Duck for the Oyster, 
Darling Nellie Gray, Push Her Away. $10.00
Album 3 Loch Lomand, Ladies Grand Chain, Texas Star, Left Hand Lady Pass 
Under, My Little Girl, The Basket. $10.00
IMPERIAL Couple Dances. A1 Toft and his Orchestra, 10”
1005 Road to the Isles; The Dashing White Sergeant
1006 Laces and Graces; Black Hawk Waltz
IMPERIAL, A1 Toft and his orchestra 10” . 1006 Laces and Graces, Black 
Hawk Waltz 89c
IMPERIAL, Harley Luce and his Orchestra, without calls, 10” records. This 
is the finest set of square dance records without calls available. 89c each
1009 Red Wing, Rainbow
1010 Hiawatha, Silver Bell (The finest 10” square dance records made.)
1011 Darling Nellie Grey, Spanish Cavalier
1012 She’ll Be Comm’ ‘Round the Mountain: At a Georgia Camp Meeting
IMPERIAL, Album FD8 Harley Luce and his Orchestra, without calls, 4 10” 
records. A terrific comedown from the last. Also available singly and so 
listed. $4.36
1031 Turkey in the Straw, Yarsouvianna
1032 Tennessee Square, Chicken Reel
1033 Soldiers Joy, Buffalo Gals
1034 Arkansas Traveler, Mississippi Sawyer 89c each 
IMPERIAL Album FD 9, Harley Luce and his Orchestra, couple dances, 4 10” 
records. Back to the quality of the first recordings. This is a couple dance 
album and you will want to learn these lovely dances. Also available 
singly. $4.36
1043 Under the Bamboo Tree, Narcissus; Spanish Circle
1044 Glowworm, Rye Waltz
1045 Yeleta Waltz, Cotton Eyed Joe
1046 Moon Winks, California Schottisch 89c each 
IMPERIAL, Jimmie Clossin, associate editor of AMERICAN SQUARES with 
the Blue Bonnet Playboys, without calls, 2 12” records per album. These were 
transferred from Paramount and orders may be filled with Paramount albums. 
There are a few singles available of Album 16 at $2.00 each and Soldiers Joy 
and Home Sweet Home on vinylite at $2.75. Albums $3.93 each
Album 16 The Girl I Left Behind Me, Oxford Minuet; Eighth of January, 
Little Brown Jug.
Album 17 Buffalo Gal, Varsouvienne; Ragtime Annie, Tucker's Waltz 
Album 18 Arkansas Traveler, Texas Cowboy Schottische, Soldiers Joy, Home 
Sweet Home.
Album 19 Leather Breeches, Virginia Reel, Golden Slippers, Waltz Quadrille 
(with calls).
Album 20 Waggonner, Cotton-eyed Joe, Chicken Reel, Over the Waves
IMPERIAL, Album FD22, American Old Time Dances by Eva Decker and 
her Orchestra., 4 10” records. A fair job of recording with a novelty in a 
couple dance album, instructions how to do the dances.
Trilby, Virginia Reel, Boston Two Step, Spanish Waltz, Oxford Minuet 
Rosemary (schottische), Waltz Quadrille (without calls), Fireman’s Dance 
(without calls). $4.36
IMPERIAL, Album FD 24 Square Dances (without calls) Bill Money and 
his Cactus Twisters, 4 10” records. A set of singing call dances without the 
calls that we have been needing for a long time. Suggested calls and instruct­
ions included. $4.36 
Available singly as follows: 89c each.
1096 Red River Valley; Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight
1097 My Pretty Girl; The Old Pine Tree
1098 Buttons and Bows; Glory, Glory, Hallelujah
1099 Oh, Johnny!; Sioux City Sue
KRANTZ, Durang String Band, 10” records without calls, made by one 
Philadelphia’s mummer parade bands with no intention of being used for 
square dancing, but they are satisfactory because the tunes are not otherwise 
available. 89c each
1009 MacNamara’s Band; Waiting for the Robert E. Lee 
1014 My Little Girl, other side has singing of Four Leaf Clover
SIGNATURE Album F -l Old Fashioned Dances by Riley Shepard with 
Shorty Long and his Santa Fe Rangers, without calls, 3 10” records. A wonder­
ful job of playing and recording but very fast. Sailor’s Hornpipe, Turkey in 
the Straw, Ta-Ra-Ra Boom De-Ay, Boil Them Cabbage Down, The Devil’s 
Dream, Shepard’s Schottische $3.47
STANDARD 10” records, strong on accordion
F5002 Corvette Hambo, Clap Hands Polka Viola Turpeinen’s Scandinavian 
Ensemble 89c
F5015 Polar Bear Schottish, Spring Rain Hambo Nordic Instrumental Quar­
tette. 89c 
F5020 Lumbermen’s Hambo, Logroller Polka same orchestra 89c
STANDARD, Jolly Tunesmiths, without calls, 10” . The recording is a little 
coarse but the rhythm is rollicing and contagious.
F14001 Smash the Window, Drunken Sailor 89c
F14002 Tempest, Rakes of Mallow 89c
STARR, without calls, 10”
16341 Chicken Reel, New Bedford Reel, J. O. LaMadeleine, slow at about 120
per minute. 89c
16666 Jingle Bells, Les Fettes D’Auourd’Hui (Golden Slippers) 89c
VICTOR Album C-34 Swing Your Partner, Bill Dickinson’s Tuxedo Colonels, 
calls by Paul Conklin, 3 12” records, 1 10” record, one of the standard works 
that should be in every library.
Chasse Your Partner, Buffalo Gals, Darling Nellie Gray, Duck the Oyster* 
Lady ‘Round the Lady, Life on the Ocean Wave, Quadrille Fig. 1, Quadrille 
Fig. 3. ?5*00
VICTOR Album C-36 Square Dances, Woodhull’s Old Tyme Masters, 4 12 ’ 
records, 3 with calls, 1 without. Another standard work that should be the 
foundation stone of a* square dance library. Pop Goes the Weasel, Oh, 
Susanna, The Wearing of the Green, Captain Jinks, Triple Right anl Left Four, 
The Girl Behind Me, and (without calls) Soldier’s Joy and Blackbery 
Quadrille ?500
36403 Soldier's Joy and Blackberry Quadrille from the above album 
at last available as a singing record. The finest square dance record 
made. Not only should you have one of this, but a reserve supply 
in case you should break your working copy. $1.25
VICTOR Album P155 Square Dances, Lawrence Loy calling to Carson 
Robinson, with calls, 4 10” records. And this is probably the best album o f 
10” records with calls. Turkey in the Straw, Golden Slippers, Paddy Bear, 
Jingle Bells, Solomon Levi, Cornin’ ‘Round the Mountain, Spanish Cavalier 
and (without calls) Irish Washerwoman $4.?6
VICTOR, Gil Tanner and his Skillet Lickers, very faint calls, do the calling 
yourself, 10” reprints of Bluebird records
20-2167 Back Up and Push; Down Yonder (infectious rhythm) 89c 
20-2168 Flop Eared Mule, Soldier’s Joy 89c
VICTOR, 25-1009 Glahe Musette Orchestra., the finest polka record and an 
interesting couple dance described in January, 1949 issue.
Hot Pretzels, Beer Barrel Polka 89c
ONLY 50* EACH FOR THE
HENRY FORD EARLY AMERICAN DANCE RECORDS 
THESE 40 INDIVIDUAL RECORDINGS INCLUDE: 
Couple Dances — Square Dances Without Calls — Square 
Dances With Calls — Line Dances and Circle Dances.
For a complete listing of these 40 recordings, W RITE T O :— 
SCOTT COLBURN -  DEPARTMENT B 
408 S. 4th AVE. -  ANN ARBOR, MICH.
Carl Folk Dances
Schottische, Ten Pretty Girls, Put Your Little Foot, Heel and Toe 
Polka, or Little Brown Jug. Charts showing foot prints, left and right 
with full formed sketches from life, thoroughly explained to make learn­
ing these dances easy. $1.00 for four dances on one big sheet.
Send money order to: Carl Hester, 2417 Pennsylvania Ave., Dallas 
15, Texas.
M lic e U d M e m ^ i
MAT FOR PRINTING. Pictures of couples swinging 6 V2—4 ^  inches, by 
Jean Wright. Your printer can cast a cut from the mat for your advertise­
ments and program covers. 75c
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES
Don’t use permanent needles on your square dance records! Either the 
needle or record must give, buy soft needles and save your records. Ten-play 
needles as used and recommended by Charley Thomas, our records reviewer, 
25 per pack. 25c per pack, 5 packs for $1.00.
AMPLIFYING EQUIPMENT
A complete 8-watt amplifying set: speaker, amplifier, microphone and 
phonograph turntable satisfactory for a large room or small hall, all for only 
$99.50.
We can provide a 10-watt system with two 10 inch speakers, amplifier 
and microphone complete for $131.50. This will be completely satisfactory for 
halls up to the largest size.
Most amplifying systems are built up of individual items: amplifier, 
speakers, microphone, microphone stand and phonograph turntables.
We can provide turntables from $25.00 up. Variable speed turntables so 
you can speed up the slow records and slow down the fast ones from $55.50 up.
Bogen, Challenger, Rauland, Masco and Altec systems.
Send us the dimensions of your hall, height of stage, the amount of money 
you have to spend, whether you want the equiptment portable, number of 
microphone intakes desired and we’ll design and recommend an outfit to fit 
your pocketbook and needs. All amplifying equiptment shipped by express 
FOB Woodbury or Camden, N. J.
RECORD CARRYING CASES
Cardboard cases for 50— 10 inch records, individually numbered compart­
ments and removable index card, brown. $2.50
Cardboard cases, as above, for 24— 12 inch records. $3.50
Beautiful unbreakable moulded plastic record cases for 25—10 inch 
records, designed circular to give maximum support for records, legs keep it 
upright. Waterproof and useable for miscellaneous items from baby diapers 
thru bathing suits to everything carried in overnight bags. In a variety with 
colors: white, blue, green, red, maroon or any of those colors streaked with 
white, specify which and give second choice. $3.75
Above case, complete with 25— 10 inch records without calls $17.50
Ame/iican ^boMcel Vol. /
Edited by Dot Burgin
What kind of dances do you want in a square dance book? Easy, Difficult? 
New ? Old ? They are all in the 70 dances described in America Square Dances, 
because this volume contains all the dances published during the first year of 
AMERICAN SQUARES. Dances collected by the editors, sent in by the readers 
and even original dances. Dot Burgin has sorted and arranged them, written 
fuller explanations where necessary and added a,- set of general instructions 
in square dancing for beginners and this is it. Even if you have every issue 
of the first volume of AMERICAN SQUARES you will want the dances in 
this handy compilation Postpaid $1.50
Wholesale prices on request
tw e lv e , h o m e m a d e  S b o fs c e d
By Charley Thomas
Are you looking for new dances ? These are all new because Charley made 
them up himself. This collection contains The Mill Wheel the favorite dance 
of thousands all over the country. You will get your money’s worth from that 
dance alone. Complete instructions, calls and suggestions for music for all the 
dances. Postpaid .50c
Wholesale prices on request.
A m e /U c & n
AMERICAN SQUARES is the ideal gift because it costs the giver so 
little and gives the recipient so much enjoyment. Remember your friends at 
Christmas, birthdays, Easter, 4th of July, Halloween and April Fool’s Day with 
a gift subscription to AMERICAN SQUARES. Or, if you haven’t any friends, 
give a subscription to your town library so all your neighbors may learn the 
joys of square dancing. Did you visit another town and there were you shown 
the local square dance? There is no nicer way to say, “ Thank you” , to your 
host than by giving him a* year’s subscription to AMERICAN SQUARES. A 
card will be sent announcing your gift.
AMERICAN SQUARES is a fine prize whether door prize or contest 
award. It costs so little many of them can be awarded. And prizes come at 
wholesale rates of 75c each.
Club rates for AMERICAN SQUARES are 75c each. Your square dance 
club can add that amount to its yearly dues so each member may have the 
magazine. Or you can collect the full $1.00 and retain 25c in the club treasury. 
Or hold an AMERICAN SQUARES night and add 75c to each admission so that 
each person, or couple attending may have a subscription. Details on request.
Order from:
AMERICAN SQUARES 
121 Delaware Street 
Woodbury, New Jersey
R e c m d  R e v ie m d .
By Charley Thomas
ALLEGRO, Square Dances, Dick Kraus calling, 10” unbreakable giving 
Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight, Red River Valley, Duck for the Oyster 
and Hinkey Dinkey, two to a side divided by a band of silence. Not a particular­
ly good job of singing calls accompanied only by an accordion. The calls are 
kept simple for beginners TR 55.
BELTONIA has a. number of scottish pieces more or less suitable for 
American folk dancing, of which the following may be mentioned: 2453 
Canadian Barn Dance schottische rhythm, slow at Metronome 164 TR50. 
Flooers 0  Edinburgh it's square dance rhythm but sounds funy with drums 
Metronome 128. TR 60. 2472 The Hebridean Waltz, Metronome 56, TR 75, 
Eightsome Reel. Strong on the fiddle. Metronome 132, TR 80. 2473 Hornpipe 
Medley Metronome 105, TR 70. The Duke of Albany’s Schottish Metronome 170 
TR 70. 2480 Scottish Medley No. 11 & 12 Reels Ronnie Monore and his 
Orchestra. This is beautifully played and timed. It is 
square dance music played by a concert orchestra 
but with the necessary heavy beat. It is enjoyable 
to listen to and highly recommended for contra 
dances; it doesn’t have that earthly quality in good 
square dance music. We stock it at $1.05. No. 11 
includes Mrs. McLeod’s, Fairy Dance, The De’il 
among the Tailors and Soldiers Joy at Metronome 
124, TR 95. No. 12 includes Speed the Plough, Rachel 
Rae, Kate Dairymple, and The Wind that Shakes the 
Barley. Metronome 128 TR 95.
CRYSTAL has released two new hoedowns by 
Jimmy Mayo and his Mojave Mesquiteers. Crystal 
should have stuck with The Frontiersmen. Tho the 
recording is good, there is little body to the music. The fiddle stands out and 
the only other instrument discernable is a guitar. 192 Git Along Home Cindy 
Metronome 136, TR 61, I’m Not Particular Sung, and it is terrible. 193 The 
New Five Cent Piece Metronome 136 TR 61. Down Home Rag Metronome 134. 
TR 61
IMPERIAL Album FD 22 Amercian Old Time Dances by Eva Decker and 
her Orchestra. This is a well played album mostly of couple dances with the 
unusual appendage of instructions—tho they aren’t as clear as if the author 
had had more space. We stock this album at $4.36. 1092 Virginia Reel Arranged 
for Black Republican style the timing is not exact. I prefer the Decca recording 
TR 72. Tribly. 1093 Spanish Waltz It’s No, No a Thousand Times No and Ta 
Ra Ra Boom de ay in waltz time. Metronome 56. TR 85. Boston Two Step 
Difficult to learn from the instructions but better than the Columbia recording 
Metronome 114. TR 85. 1094 Oxford Minuet. Best recording of this dance. TR 85 
Rosemary There are no schottisches to match the old blue seal Deccas. Metro­
nome 142 TR 79. 1095 Waltz Quadrille. The verse is the traditional melody but 
the chorus as played does not fit the words. Metronome 48. TR 74*. Fireman’s 
Dance. The Ford recording is much better. This is too fast. Metronome 138. 
TR 75.
GRAND Do not buy these records! They are not square dance music.
*See TRY THESE for the dance for this record, page 130.
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25005 Turkey in the Straw, Listen; to the Mocking Bird. 25006 Little Brown 
Jug, Main Street.
STANDARD We listened to quite a collection of Standard hambos and 
there seemed to be little choice. All featured the accordian with the recording 
just a little rough. We wanted to stock some hambos and chose these. F5002 Clap 
Hands( Polka) Partly Swedish Clap Dance Metronome 133, TR65. Corvette 
Kambo. Metronome 53. TR 76. F5015 Polar Bear Schottische Metronome 190 
TR 51 Spring Rain Hambo Metronome 56, TR 77. F5020 Lumbermen’s Hambo 
Metronome 50, TR80. Logroller Polka Metronome 116, TR 55. at 89c each.
STANDARD 10” . The Jolly Tunesmiths have turned out some tunes so 
jolly we decided to stock some. The recording is coarse, however the playing 
is enthusiastic and the beat is fine for square dancing. F14001 Smash the 
Window Metronome 132, TR 74. Drunken Sailor Reel. You can hear this on 
Folkraft as Ten Little Indians but while the recording there is better, the 
musicians lack the enthusiasm of this bunch. We stock this record, 89c. Met­
ronome 126, TR 77. F14002 Tempest Metronome 132, TR 75*, Rakes of Mallow 
They’ve done something to the usual arrangement repeating the “ B” music 
twice as often as usual. Metronome 128, TR 71. We stock this record,89c. 
F14003 Off She Goes The recording is even poorer than the others. Metronome 
132, TR 65. The Criers Metronome 1^6. TR 60.
SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL (Continued)
play back o£ this is one of the most thrilling of experiences to those 
participating in the program and points up clearly and most effect­
ively the place where improvements can be made next time. Also 
especially from the standpoint of new callers it gives them an appor- 
tunity to have their own call recorded and available to them for 
further study and improvement.
6. Programs The program was formulated by the General Chair­
man and presented to the program committee for review and ap­
proval. Things considered: (A) Number of dances (based on availa­
ble time), (B) Combination and order in which to be called (Variety 
of combinations to avoid monotonous repetition of some of the 
single visitor type, and still have wile appeal to all dancers), (C) 
Exhibition numbers (Instead of exhibition squares this time, we 
tried exhibition folk dances with marked success), (D) Selection of 
callers (If a caller is versatile give him a choice of calls. If not, as most 
new callers are not, assign dances to those callers who do them best. 
Have someone select the callers who has made it his business to 
observe not only the callers but how they are received, then check 
with program committee. In this case the General Chairman made 
all selections which were then confirmed by the program committee), 
(E) Announcement of the Program to all member clubs and other 
square dance groups (Announcement made far in advance of 
festival allowing all club members the opportunity to practice dances 
with which they might be unfamiliar and callers an opportunity to
*See TRY THESE for the dance for this record, page 130.
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concentrate on their particular calls. Callers gave dancers special in­
struction. General Chairman visited practically all clubs to observe 
how things were shaping up, making special announcements and to 
see if any additional instructions were needed, also assisting new 
callers with their calls).
7. Refreshments: A very important committee and one which 
functioned with precision in this event. Took hall conditions into 
consideration. Worked with high school officials to determine best 
place for location from which to dispense cold drinks, ice cream and 
snaks. Turned concession over to local Eagle Boy Scout Troop which 
handled things in a very workmanlike and satisfactory manner. 
(Announcements by the M C during the program as to where and 
what was available.)
8. Ticket printing and sales and program printing: Available 
space determined that a maximum of 600 tickets should be sold. 
Suitable design was selected and arangements made with local news­
paper office for . printing. 598 tickets were sold and the other two 
(first and last numbers) were turned over to Uncle Sams Revenuers 
Tickets were delivered personally by the ticket chairman to each 
club and turned over to the President with the admonition that 
tickets should be sold only to those persons who would be able to 
dance well at the festival, thereby insuring a good time for all dancers. 
Checked periodically on sales and picked up money. Bought blank 
numbered rolls of tickets for door admission to galleries and with 
a rubber stamp especially made, stamped the name of the festival, 
admission free, tax and total, on each to meet federal tax require­
ments .Local Eagle Scout Troop took complete charge of admission 
ticket sales and pickup at door, with very satisfactory results. 
Important N ote: Four days prior to Festival, notices were placed in 
local newspapers to effect that admission tickets were being placed 
on sale at two of Boise’s music stores. This was very good advertising 
and approximately three hundred (300) tickets were sold before the 
doors opened for the festival.
9. Finance Committee: The General Chairman and the Program 
Chairman served as the finance committee, approving all expendi­
tures necessary for the festival. The expenditures were all made by 
the Treasurer of the Association and all reports of receipts and ex­
penses were turned in to him by committee chairman.
The ROUND-UP is the Folk Dance Federation of Minnesota’s monthly 
publication. It is edited by Irwin Hackner, 1080 Earl Street, St. Paul 6, Minn, 
who’s doing a fine job with a nicely balanced magazine.
Gene Go wing, National Director of Folkways, is in Florida again this 
winter, leading square dances at the swanky clubs and hotels of that state.
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LOCH LOMOND
Singing Call. Music of the same name, see a song book.
Give an introduction of your choosing and call the first couple out.
Out by the high road and back by the low road,
And do it again in the gloaming.
Now swing your lassie high, while we're cornin' thru the
rye,
Swing your lassie on to Loch Lomond.
Repeat for the couples.
Instructions: First couple out to the right, they raise their joined 
hands and over the second couple. They now return to the center 
going under the second couple’s joined hands. Repeat. And both 
couples swing.
W H ITE BEAR MIXER
Any start.
Head two couples out to the right> circle half way aroundy 
Inside arch outside under.
(This puts two couples in the center facing each other, leaving the 
other two couples at the ends.)
Chain the ladies in the center, swing the ladies on sides. 
(The two couples in the center execute A Ladies Chain.—where 
ladies change places, then go back to partner. At the same time the 
end couples swing—3 times.)
Right and left through,
Circle once around.
(The center couples execute a Right and Left Through meeting the 
end couple—this gives us 2 groups of 4. Couples join hands and circle 
4 once around.)
Dos Pas so
(Turn your partner with the left hand, then the opposite lady with 
the right hand, then your partner wTith the left hand turning in place 
ready for:
Inside arch outside under,
Chain the ladies in center, swing them on the sides. 
Right and left through,
Circle once around.
Dos Pas So.
Inside arch outside under,
Chain the ladies in the center, swing them on the sides. 




Inside arch outside under,
Chain the ladies in the center, swing them on the sides.
Right and left through,
Circle once around.
Dos Pas So.
Inside arch outside under,
Home you go.
Any ending. (Repeat for side couples)
Select your own music and make up your own patter for the calls.
By John Wald,
St Paul, Minn.
THE BARREL ROLL -  SQUARE DANCE
‘The Barrel Roll’* is a square dance that is known in some parts 
of the country as the “ Four Leaf Clover.”
The usual introduction, choruses, and ending as the caller desires:
First couple lead to the right and circle four.
Now duck in the hole with a barrel roll.
Form a hoop with a backhand loop.
Roll the barrel down the hill.
Hop right out, swing the opposite Jill,
Swing your own and lead to the next.
The whole figure is really a double dishrag done in two parts 
with an intermediate circle by the dancers to the call “ Roll the barrel 
down the hill.,,>
The figure of the dance is as follows:
“Now duck in the hole with a barrel roll.”
From a circle four position the visiting couple ducks under the 
arch formed by the home couple, just as in “ Duck for the oyster.” 
Everyone continues to hold hands.
“Form a hoop with a backhand loop.”
The visiting couple then raises their joined hands over their heads 
(the visiting gent’s right hand and the visiting lady’s left hand) at the 
same time turning out and away from the home couple and their 
partners. The visiting lady has done a right about face and the visiting 
gent has done a left about face. Each of the four dancers will now be 
facing the center of their ring with hands crossed in front of them in 
a continuous cross-handed circle, sometimes known as a rosette. Circle 
left in this cross-handed position. Then the visiting couple forms an 
arch with their joined hands while the home couple ducks under and 
through this arch to a circle four position. Gents swing the opposite 
lady and then they swing their partners and lead to the next.




Singing Call. Music: He Told Her He Loved Her and Rock-a-Bye Baby 
Record: Imperial 1095A in Album FD 22.
Head couples down center and there they divide 
Ladies go right and the gents the other side 
Now honor your partners and don’t be afraid;
And dip to the corner with a waltz promenade 
Sixteen measures of music for the waltz promenade. Repeat three times. 
First and third couples waltz separately past each other, ladies going on 
the inside, to the opposite side where they pass out of the set and go home 
around the outside of the set, ladies passing to the right and gents to the 
left. All honor partners and waltz corners counterclockwise around the set. 
Divide the set into quarters, one to the place where each couple started, and 
waltz one-quarter of the way for each four measures of the promenade music.
Imperial Album FD22.
THE TEMPEST
Contra dance. Music: the same. Record: Standard F14002 
First, fourth and seventh couples active, they cross over.
Head two couples down center and back 
First couple balance the third couple 
Four hands around with that couple 
Ladies chain.
Each active couple and the one below (1st and 2nd, 4th and 5th, etc.) down 
the center four abreast. (4 measures) back (4 measures). Second couples 
return to place. First and third couples balance (four measures). First and 
third couples four hands around (four measures). First and third ladies chain 
(eight measures). The first or active couples are now down one couple. The 
third couples become second couples, some second couples become third couples 
and at the head and foot of theset are portions of a small set of theree couples 
who must wait until a full set appears at the head. The original second couples 
reach the foot of the set they must cross back to place.
CHEER, CHEER THE GANGS ALL HERE!
Singing Call. Music: Hail, Hail The Gang’s All Here.
Swing, swing your partners all
Swing that lady fa------ ir
Kiss her if you da— re 
Swing, swing your corners all
And promenade around the ring.
All sing. Repeat three time.
BOSTON TWIST 
Appalachian Circle. Music: Any standard square dance piece.
Everybody on the floor for a square dance 
Everybody swing your partners by the wing.
Form a circle. Circle to the right 
Halfway round and half way back 
First couple out to the second couple and all around 
And the Boston Twist 
One first couple leads to the second and circles left. First gent breaks with 
his left hand and leads the other three behind the third and fourth couples 
and back into the center of the set between the fourth and fifth couples. He
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does a loop in the center of the set and goes back out of the set between the 
fourth and fifth back around the third and fourth into the set and the first, 
second, third and fourth couples circle. After circling the head gent leads 
the string of eight dancers behind the fifth and sixth, into the center and 
back again and circle the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth. And so on.
—D. W. Thomas, Evanston, Ind.
BUSTLE AND BEAUS
Music: Button and Bows, sheet music. Record: Imperial 10
Circle east all the way ’round - but the wrong way you have chose 
Let’s back track that same old road, in those frills and flowers 
and buttons and bows 
Gents swing your calico till she glows.
Four men grand chain across the ring - now gals send them 
right back home.
Allemande left with your left hand with a right to your partner 
For a right and left grand - and all promenade your bustles and 
beaus.
Gents star with the left hand - ladies drop back two 
Swing the gal to the middle of the set - a right hand star will do 
Gents go back in Indian style - meet her with a do-pas-o. 
Everybody left to your partners and a right to your corner and 
a left to your own 
And all promenade your bustles and beaus.
Repeat above so original partners will be together.
Circle east all the way ’round and the wrong way you have chose 
Lets back track that same old road in those frills and flowers and 
bustles and bows.
Gents swing your calico till she glows.
Four gals grand chain across the ring - gents send them right 
back home
Do-pas-o with your left hand with a right to your corner 
And a left to your own and all promenade your bustles and beaus. 
First and third couples its up to you - you’ve got to turn back 
Go right and left thru - now don’t turn back go right and 
left thru
The ladies chain across the plain - the gents send them right 
back home
First and third a half turn back and everybody swing__
And all promenade your bustles and beaus. Keno.
Note: My Covina Cavorters use a two step and a buzz step in the swing. The 
music tempo is slow, but the pattern is fast and requires perfect coordination 
and timing. In the four men grand chain the men pass their partner and al­
lemande left the corner girl.
—Bill Mooney, Glendora, Calif.
ROSIN THE BOW LEARN TO DANCE THE
Folk Dance Magazine FOSTER WAY
Extraordinary by C. D. Foster
Rod LaFarge, 115 Cliff Street On cards for ease in handling
Haledon, N. J. Parts I and II (specify which)
10 issues per year $1.50 $1.00
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THREE STEP
This is an old fashioned ballroom dance popular early in this century.
Music Record: Decca 2093B, Imperial 1046
Piano: Moon Winks, Love’s Old Sweet Song, other Three Step music. 
Formation Couples in closed waltz position.
Steps Step-close, Dip.
Music % Step pattern
Measure (Directions for M, counterpart for W.)
1 Step-close to L 2 times, step sdwd L again and make a half 
turn L.
2 Step-close to R 2 times, step sdwd R again.
3 Make one complete turn in place with 3 walking steps L R L.
4 Dip bwd R (ct. 1); step in place L R (cts. 2, 3).
VARIATIONS
Variation 1: In place of the turn in meas. 3 M dips fwd L and W bwd R and 
they take 2 steps to recover. All other meas. as above.
Variation 2: In place of the turn in meas. 3 M takes 3 steps in place as he 
turns his partner under their joined fwd. hands, All other meas. 
as above.
Variation 3 In place of the turn in meas. 3 both turn individually away from 
each other. All other meas. as above.
Variation 4 In place of the turn and dip in meas. 3 and 4 take open position 
and walk fwd 6 steps.
—James Fontana. Watsonville, Calif.
Married: January 1st, 1949, in Unitarian Church, Nashua, N. H. Ethel 
Jean Babbitt of Nashua, and Earl F. Hyde, Chicago, 111. Both were students 
at Monadnock Folkways Summer School in 1947, where they met for the 
first time and fell victims to Dan Cupid. Earl is the former leader of the 
Prairie Swingers square dance group at University of Chicago. They will live 
in California.
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